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Download free Libri di storia zanichelli (2023)
questa raccolta di discorsi e studi scritti da domenico zanichelli nel xix secolo offre una ricca prospettiva sulla politica e la storia italiane il libro include una varietà di temi tra cui l
organizzazione della società i diritti civili la democrazia il movimento operaio il socialismo e l anticlericalismo le riflessioni di zanichelli sulla storia italiana sono ancora oggi attuali e
di grande interesse per gli studenti di storia e politica this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant raccolta di saggi
incentrati sul periodo del risorgimento italiano scritti dallo storico italiano domenico zanichelli questi studi offrono una visione approfondita delle vicende storiche del periodo del
risorgimento italiano analizzato da diverse angolazioni e con uno stile di scrittura molto chiaro e coinvolgente this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this book examines the evolving representations of the colonial past from the mid 19th century up to decolonization in the 1960s and 70s
the so called era of modern imperialism in post war history textbooks from across the world the aim of the book is to examine the evolving outlook of colonial representations in
history education and the underpinning explanations for the specific outlook in different former colonizer and colonized countries to be found in collective memory popular historical
culture social representations identity building processes and the state of historical knowledge within academia the approach of the book is novel and innovative in different ways first
of all given the complexity of the research an original interdisciplinary approach has been implemented which brings together historians history educators and social psychologists to
examine representations of colonialism in history education in different countries around the world while drawing on different theoretical frameworks secondly given the interest in
the interplay between collective memory popular historical culture social representations and the state of historical knowledge within academia a diachronic approach is implemented
examining the evolving representations of the colonial past and connecting them to developments within society at large and academia this will allow for a deeper understanding of
the processes under examination thirdly studies from various corners of the world are included in the book more specifically the project includes research from three categories of
countries former colonizer countries including england spain italy france portugal and belgium countries having been both colonized and colonizer chile and former colonized
countries including zimbabwe malta and mozambique this selection allows pairing up the countries under review as former colonizing colonized ones for instance portugal
mozambique united kingdom malta allowing for an in depth comparison between the countries involved before reaching the research core three introductory chapters outline three
general issues the book starts with addressing the different approaches and epistemological underpinnings history and social psychology as academic disciplines hold in a second
chapter evolutions within international academic colonial historiography are analyzed with a special focus on the recent development of new imperial history a third chapter analyses
history textbooks as cultural tools and political means of transmitting historical knowledge and representations across generations the next ten chapters form the core of the book in
which evolving representations of colonial history from mid 19th century until decolonization in the 1960s and 1970s are examined explained and reflected upon for the above
mentioned countries this is done through a history textbook analysis in a diachronic perspective for some countries the analysis dates back to textbooks published after the second
world war for other countries the focus will be more limited in time the research presented is done by historians and history educators as well as by social psychologists in a
concluding chapter an overall overview is presented in which similarities and differences throughout the case studies are identified interpreted and reflected upon chiara bottici and
benoît challand explore the formative process of a european identity situated between myth and memory the second volume in this series explores the evolution of administrative laws
in europe to better understand the foundations of eu institutions focusing on the period of 1890 1910 these years saw both a growth of governments and either the entry into force or
the consolidation of mechanisms of control on public authorities comparing the austro hungarian empire belgium france the german empire italy and the united kingdom this title
focuses on their historical administrative actions and looks at their development during that time the volume contains three sections the first introduces the project and the topic the
second covers the six legal systems chosen for this study looking at the historical context the third takes a comparative approach across the six systems following on from their
histories to look at their development and legacies this edited collection expands on the ideals of a common core within european administrative law and how they have shaped our
world this volume is an essential tool for anyone involved in administrative and constitutional law and legal history administrative law permeates all area of law and this series focuses
on its role both regionally and globally this volume focuses on the historical trajectory and developmental legacies of six legal systems from 1809 1910 and how they affect the
administrative laws and legal institutions in place today this book examines comparatively how the writing of history by individuals and groups historians politicians and journalists
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has been used to legitimate the nation state agianst socialist communist and catholic internationalism in the modern era covering the whole of western europe the book includes
discussion of history as legitimation in post revolutionary france unity and confederation in the italian risorgimento german historians as critics of prussian conservatism right wing
history writing in france between the wars british historiography from macauley to trevelyan the search for national identity in the reunified germany annually published since 1930
the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout
the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times the works are arranged systematically according to period region or historical discipline and within this
classification alphabetically the bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors the notizie on covers contain bibliographical and library news items the
court cities of northern italy examines painting sculpture decorative arts and architecture produced within the fourteenth fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the scientific personalities
of luigi cremona eugenio beltrami salvatore pincherle federigo enriques beppo levi giuseppe vitali beniamino segre and of several other mathematicians who worked in bologna in the
century 1861 1960 are examined by different authors in some cases providing different view points most contributions in the volume are historical they are reproductions of original
documents or studies on an original work and its impact on later research the achievements of other mathematicians are investigated for their present day importance teaching a dark
chapter explores how textbook narratives about the fascist nazi past in italy east germany and west germany followed relatively calm undisturbed paths of little change until isolated
flashpoints catalyzed the educational infrastructure into periods of rapid transformation though these flashpoints varied among italy and the germanys they all roughly conformed to a
chronological scheme and permanently changed how each dark past was represented historians have often neglected textbooks as sources in their engagement with the
reconstruction of postfascist states and the development of postwar memory culture but as teaching a dark chapter demonstrates textbooks yield new insights and suggest a new
chronology of the changes in postwar memory culture that other sources overlook employing a methodological and temporal rethinking of the narratives surrounding the development
of european holocaust memory daniela r p weiner reveals how long before 1968 textbooks in these three countries served as important tools to influence public memory about nazi
fascist atrocities as fascism had been spread through education then education must play a key role in undoing the damage thus to repair and shape postwar societies textbooks
became an avenue to inculcate youths with desirable democratic and socialist values teaching a dark chapter weds the historical study of public memory with the educational study of
textbooks to ask how and why the textbooks were created what they said and how they affected the society around them exploring theatre and opera architecture and urban planning
the medieval revival and the rediscovery of the etruscan and roman past this book analyzes italians changing relationship to their new nation state and the monarchy class conflicts
and the emergence of new belief systems and of scientific responses to the experience of modernity this book presents a broad overview of succession law encompassing aspects of
family law testamentary law and legal history it examines society and legal practice in europe from the middle ages to the present from both a legal and a sociological perspective the
contributing authors investigate various aspects of succession law that have not yet been thoroughly examined by legal historians and in doing so they not only add to our knowledge
of past succession law but also provide a valuable key to interpreting and understanding current european succession law readers can explore such issues as the importance of a
father s permission to marry in relation to disinheritance as well as inheritance transactions and private dynastic and cross border successions further themes addressed by the expert
contributors include women s inheritance rights the laws of succession for the prince in legal consulting and succession in the rota romana s jurisprudence first published in 2004
medieval italy an encyclopedia provides an introduction to the many and diverse facets of italian civilization from the late roman empire to the end of the fourteenth century it
presents in two volumes articles on a wide range of topics including history literature art music urban development commerce and economics social and political institutions religion
and hagiography philosophy and science this illustrated a z reference is a cross disciplinary resource and will be of key interest not only to students and scholars of history but also to
those studying a range of subjects as well as the general reader this encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on medieval italy while offering a sweeping view of all
aspects of life in italy during the middle ages this two volume illustrated a z reference is a cross disciplinary resource for information on literature history the arts science philosophy
and religion in italy between a d 450 and 1375 for more information including the introduction a full list of entries and contributors a generous selection of sample pages and more
visit the medieval italy an encyclopedia website this book explores the political uses of italy s antique past in the early nineteenth century tracing how anti romanism was transformed
into a pillar of the nation building process it demonstrates the pivotal role played by this ancient heritage in the formation of modern italian national identity the book offers an
extensive study on the convoluted history of the research of algebraic surfaces focusing for the first time on one of its characterizing curves the branch curve starting with separate
beginnings during the 19th century with descriptive geometry as well as knot theory the book focuses on the 20th century covering the rise of the italian school of algebraic geometry
between the 1900s till the 1930s with federigo enriques oscar zariski and beniamino segre among others the decline of its classical approach during the 1940s and the 1950s with
oscar chisini and his students and the emergence of new approaches with boris moishezon s program of braid monodromy factorization by focusing on how the research on one
specific curve changed during the 20th century the author provides insights concerning the dynamics of epistemic objects and configurations of mathematical research it is in this
sense that the book offers to take the branch curve as a cross section through the history of algebraic geometry of the 20th century considering this curve as an intersection of several
research approaches and methods researchers in the history of science and of mathematics as well as mathematicians will certainly find this book interesting and appealing
contributing to the growing research on the history of algebraic geometry and its changing images this book demonstrates how discussions of political theology have been a constant
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feature throughout philosophical modernity and that they continue to impact contemporary political debates by tracing the historical roots and detailing the contemporary outworking
of political theology in europe it contends that this growing field requires a broader canon in order for it to mature political theology is shown here to be about the diversity of
relationships between religious beliefs and political orientations first engaging with historical debates chapters re examine the relationship between personal conviction and societal
orientation on such topics as the will to believe evil individualism the relationship between church and state and the relationship between belief and natural science the volume then
establishes the relevance of these debates for the present day as such it invites engagement on the back and forth between religion and politics in a liberal democracy and a
communist state on how communitarianism relates to religious language on the diversity of christian and jewish political theology and the politics of toleration by broadening out the
field of political theology this book offers the reader a more nuanced understanding of its sustained influence on public life as such it will be of interest to academics working in
political theology but also theology philosophy and political science more generally based on testaments and notarial contracts this examination of the black death of 1348 argues for
social resilience in bologna the notarial record demonstrates that notaries officials medical practitioners and clergy served the populace while families remained intact and the
populace resisted flight this volume investigates environmental and political crises that occurred in europe during the late middle ages and the early modern period and considers
their effects on people s lives at this time the fragile human existence was imagined as a dance of death where anyone regardless of social status or age could perish unexpectedly this
book covers events ranging from cooling temperatures and the onset of the little ice age to the frequent occurrence of epidemic disease pest infestations food shortages and famines
covering the mid fourteenth to mid seventeenth centuries this collection of essays considers a range of countries between iceland to the north italy to the south france to the west and
the westernmost parts of russia to the east this wide reaching volume considers how deeply climate variability and changes affected and changed society in the late medieval to early
modern period and asks what factors other than climate interfered in the development of environmental stress and socio economic crises this book will be of great interest to students
and scholars of environmental and climate history environmental humanities medieval and early modern history and historical geography as well as climate change and environmental
sciences this book is a volume in the penn press anniversary collection to mark its 125th anniversary in 2015 the university of pennsylvania press rereleased more than 1 100 titles
from penn press s distinguished backlist from 1899 1999 that had fallen out of print spanning an entire century the anniversary collection offers peer reviewed scholarship in a wide
range of subject areas the book presents the history of icmi trough a prosopographical approach in other words it pays a lot of attention to the actors of the international movement
the portraits of the members of the icmi central committees 1908 1936 and icmi executive committees 1952 2008 and other eminent figures in icmi history who have passed away in
the first 100 years of its life are the guiding thread of the volume each portrait includes biographical information an outline of the various contributions made by the individual in
question to the study of problems pertaining to mathematics teaching education primary bibliography secondary with particular attention to the publications concerning the teaching
of mathematics images photos book frontispieces relevant manuscripts the authors of the portraits 30 altogether are researchers in the history of mathematics mathematics and
mathematics education the focus on the officer s role within icmi and on his her contributions to mathematics education make the portraits different from usual biographies in
particular since most officers were active mathematicians the portraits shed light on aspects of their lesser known activity connecting chapters place the action of these figures in the
historical context and in the different phases of icmi history italy possesses two literary canons one in the tuscan language and the other made up of the various dialects of its many
regions the other italy presents for the first time an overview of the principal authors and texts of italy s literary canon in dialect it highlights the cultivated dialect poetry drama and
narrative prose since the codification of the tuscan literary language in the early sixteenth century when writing in dialect became a deliberate and conscious alternative to the official
literary standard the book offers a panorama of the literary dialects of italy over five centuries and across the country s regions shedding light on a profoundly plurilingual and
polycentric civilization as a guide to reading and research it provides a compendium of literary sources in dialect arranged by region and accompanied by syntheses of regional
traditions with selected textual illustrations a work of extraordinary importance the other italy was awarded the modern language association of america s aldo and jean scaglione
publication award for a manuscript in italian literary studies it will serve scholars as an indispensable resource book for years to come this book presents a historical and scientific
analysis as historical epistemology of the science of weights and mechanics in the sixteenth century particularly as developed by tartaglia in his quesiti et inventioni diverse book vii
and book viii 1546 1554 in the early 16th century mechanics was concerned mainly with what is now called statics and was referred to as the scientia de ponderibus generally pursued
by two very different approaches the first was usually referred to as aristotelian where the equilibrium of bodies was set as a balance of opposite tendencies to motion the second
usually referred to as archimedean identified statics with centrobarica the theory of centres of gravity based on symmetry considerations in between the two traditions the italian
scholar niccolò fontana better known as tartaglia 1500 1557 wrote the treatise quesiti et inventioni diverse 1546 this volume consists of three main parts in the first a historical
excursus regarding tartaglia s lifetime his scientific production and the scientia de ponderibus in the arabic islamic culture and from the middle ages to the renaissance is presented
secondly all the propositions of books vii and viii by relating them with the problemata mechanica by the aristotelian school and iordani opvsculvm de ponderositate by jordanus de
nemore are examined within the history and historical epistemology of science the last part is relative to the original texts and critical transcriptions into italian and latin and an
english translation this work gathers and re evaluates the current thinking on this subject it brings together contributions from two distinguished experts in the history and historical
epistemology of science within the fields of physics mathematics and engineering it also gives much needed insight into the subject from historical and scientific points of view the
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volume composition makes for absorbing reading for historians epistemologists philosophers and scientists a comprehensive global study of the political ideology of christian
democracy from the mid nineteenth century to the present day the first comprehensive study of italian christian democracy in english italy s christian democracy unravels the
encounter between catholicism and democracy from pre unification italy in the eighteenth century to the near present forlenza and thomassen put the triumphant emergence of the
christian democratic political party that ruled italy from 1948 to 1994 into historical perspective with a focus on critical moments of modern italian history the enlightenment and
french revolution the risorgimento world war i the fascist period world war ii the post war republic italy s christian democracy demonstrates the often dramatic ways in which catholic
thinkers from laymen to priests and bishops sought to interpret and direct democratic thought and practice in line with catholic ethics the christian democracy was much more than
reactionary politics namely a sincere attempt to integrate a religious worldview into modern politics contrary to a purely secular reading the authors demonstrate that the catholic
embrace of political modernity and democracy emerged as a historically significant alternative to both fascism and socialism liberalism and conservativism attempting to re anchor
democracy justice and freedom in a religiously argued ethos italy s christian democracy contributes to existing scholarship by stressing two interrelated aspects crucial for a better
understanding of the role that catholicism and christian democracy have played in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the political dimension of transcendence and spirituality and
the transformative power of historical experiences and events the narrative considers the religious and spiritual impulse behind christian democratic thought framing christian
democracy as a distinct form of political spirituality offering a novel historical narrative italy s christian democracy stresses the contemporary relevance of the nexus between
christianity and modern politics the current spread of identity politics and the increasing use of religion in political and public discourse recently appropriated by new populist parties
and movements in italy and beyond includes the section novitätenschau v 1 40 bücherschau v 41 49 through a close study of local demographies and topographies and primary source
material in the form of tax returns and notarial records this study considers the development of urban fabrics and patterns of piety charity and patronage in siena s southern contado
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries by extension it also presents an analysis of the art and architecture of the region during this time
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Politica E Storia 2023-07-18
questa raccolta di discorsi e studi scritti da domenico zanichelli nel xix secolo offre una ricca prospettiva sulla politica e la storia italiane il libro include una varietà di temi tra cui l
organizzazione della società i diritti civili la democrazia il movimento operaio il socialismo e l anticlericalismo le riflessioni di zanichelli sulla storia italiana sono ancora oggi attuali e
di grande interesse per gli studenti di storia e politica this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Studi Di Storia Costituzionale E Politica Del Riorgimento Italiano 2023-07-18
raccolta di saggi incentrati sul periodo del risorgimento italiano scritti dallo storico italiano domenico zanichelli questi studi offrono una visione approfondita delle vicende storiche del
periodo del risorgimento italiano analizzato da diverse angolazioni e con uno stile di scrittura molto chiaro e coinvolgente this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Elementi di storia 1972
this book examines the evolving representations of the colonial past from the mid 19th century up to decolonization in the 1960s and 70s the so called era of modern imperialism in
post war history textbooks from across the world the aim of the book is to examine the evolving outlook of colonial representations in history education and the underpinning
explanations for the specific outlook in different former colonizer and colonized countries to be found in collective memory popular historical culture social representations identity
building processes and the state of historical knowledge within academia the approach of the book is novel and innovative in different ways first of all given the complexity of the
research an original interdisciplinary approach has been implemented which brings together historians history educators and social psychologists to examine representations of
colonialism in history education in different countries around the world while drawing on different theoretical frameworks secondly given the interest in the interplay between
collective memory popular historical culture social representations and the state of historical knowledge within academia a diachronic approach is implemented examining the
evolving representations of the colonial past and connecting them to developments within society at large and academia this will allow for a deeper understanding of the processes
under examination thirdly studies from various corners of the world are included in the book more specifically the project includes research from three categories of countries former
colonizer countries including england spain italy france portugal and belgium countries having been both colonized and colonizer chile and former colonized countries including
zimbabwe malta and mozambique this selection allows pairing up the countries under review as former colonizing colonized ones for instance portugal mozambique united kingdom
malta allowing for an in depth comparison between the countries involved before reaching the research core three introductory chapters outline three general issues the book starts
with addressing the different approaches and epistemological underpinnings history and social psychology as academic disciplines hold in a second chapter evolutions within
international academic colonial historiography are analyzed with a special focus on the recent development of new imperial history a third chapter analyses history textbooks as
cultural tools and political means of transmitting historical knowledge and representations across generations the next ten chapters form the core of the book in which evolving
representations of colonial history from mid 19th century until decolonization in the 1960s and 1970s are examined explained and reflected upon for the above mentioned countries
this is done through a history textbook analysis in a diachronic perspective for some countries the analysis dates back to textbooks published after the second world war for other
countries the focus will be more limited in time the research presented is done by historians and history educators as well as by social psychologists in a concluding chapter an overall
overview is presented in which similarities and differences throughout the case studies are identified interpreted and reflected upon
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Tra le pagine 2002
chiara bottici and benoît challand explore the formative process of a european identity situated between myth and memory

The Colonial Past in History Textbooks 2018-05-01
the second volume in this series explores the evolution of administrative laws in europe to better understand the foundations of eu institutions focusing on the period of 1890 1910
these years saw both a growth of governments and either the entry into force or the consolidation of mechanisms of control on public authorities comparing the austro hungarian
empire belgium france the german empire italy and the united kingdom this title focuses on their historical administrative actions and looks at their development during that time the
volume contains three sections the first introduces the project and the topic the second covers the six legal systems chosen for this study looking at the historical context the third
takes a comparative approach across the six systems following on from their histories to look at their development and legacies this edited collection expands on the ideals of a
common core within european administrative law and how they have shaped our world this volume is an essential tool for anyone involved in administrative and constitutional law and
legal history

Imagining Europe 2013-07-29
administrative law permeates all area of law and this series focuses on its role both regionally and globally this volume focuses on the historical trajectory and developmental legacies
of six legal systems from 1809 1910 and how they affect the administrative laws and legal institutions in place today

Administrative Justice Fin de siècle 2021-02-04
this book examines comparatively how the writing of history by individuals and groups historians politicians and journalists has been used to legitimate the nation state agianst
socialist communist and catholic internationalism in the modern era covering the whole of western europe the book includes discussion of history as legitimation in post revolutionary
france unity and confederation in the italian risorgimento german historians as critics of prussian conservatism right wing history writing in france between the wars british
historiography from macauley to trevelyan the search for national identity in the reunified germany

Administrative Justice Fin de Siècle 2021-02-04
annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical
articles published throughout the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times the works are arranged systematically according to period region or
historical discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors

Writing National Histories 2002-01-22
the notizie on covers contain bibliographical and library news items

1940-1946 2013-08-26
the court cities of northern italy examines painting sculpture decorative arts and architecture produced within the fourteenth fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
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Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di stampa 1890
the scientific personalities of luigi cremona eugenio beltrami salvatore pincherle federigo enriques beppo levi giuseppe vitali beniamino segre and of several other mathematicians
who worked in bologna in the century 1861 1960 are examined by different authors in some cases providing different view points most contributions in the volume are historical they
are reproductions of original documents or studies on an original work and its impact on later research the achievements of other mathematicians are investigated for their present
day importance

Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di stampa 1890
teaching a dark chapter explores how textbook narratives about the fascist nazi past in italy east germany and west germany followed relatively calm undisturbed paths of little
change until isolated flashpoints catalyzed the educational infrastructure into periods of rapid transformation though these flashpoints varied among italy and the germanys they all
roughly conformed to a chronological scheme and permanently changed how each dark past was represented historians have often neglected textbooks as sources in their
engagement with the reconstruction of postfascist states and the development of postwar memory culture but as teaching a dark chapter demonstrates textbooks yield new insights
and suggest a new chronology of the changes in postwar memory culture that other sources overlook employing a methodological and temporal rethinking of the narratives
surrounding the development of european holocaust memory daniela r p weiner reveals how long before 1968 textbooks in these three countries served as important tools to influence
public memory about nazi fascist atrocities as fascism had been spread through education then education must play a key role in undoing the damage thus to repair and shape
postwar societies textbooks became an avenue to inculcate youths with desirable democratic and socialist values teaching a dark chapter weds the historical study of public memory
with the educational study of textbooks to ask how and why the textbooks were created what they said and how they affected the society around them

The Court Cities of Northern Italy 2010-06-21
exploring theatre and opera architecture and urban planning the medieval revival and the rediscovery of the etruscan and roman past this book analyzes italians changing relationship
to their new nation state and the monarchy class conflicts and the emergence of new belief systems and of scientific responses to the experience of modernity

Mathematicians in Bologna 1861–1960 2012-05-11
this book presents a broad overview of succession law encompassing aspects of family law testamentary law and legal history it examines society and legal practice in europe from the
middle ages to the present from both a legal and a sociological perspective the contributing authors investigate various aspects of succession law that have not yet been thoroughly
examined by legal historians and in doing so they not only add to our knowledge of past succession law but also provide a valuable key to interpreting and understanding current
european succession law readers can explore such issues as the importance of a father s permission to marry in relation to disinheritance as well as inheritance transactions and
private dynastic and cross border successions further themes addressed by the expert contributors include women s inheritance rights the laws of succession for the prince in legal
consulting and succession in the rota romana s jurisprudence

Teaching a Dark Chapter 2024-07-15
first published in 2004 medieval italy an encyclopedia provides an introduction to the many and diverse facets of italian civilization from the late roman empire to the end of the
fourteenth century it presents in two volumes articles on a wide range of topics including history literature art music urban development commerce and economics social and political
institutions religion and hagiography philosophy and science this illustrated a z reference is a cross disciplinary resource and will be of key interest not only to students and scholars
of history but also to those studying a range of subjects as well as the general reader
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Politics of Culture in Liberal Italy 2008-08-18
this encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on medieval italy while offering a sweeping view of all aspects of life in italy during the middle ages this two volume
illustrated a z reference is a cross disciplinary resource for information on literature history the arts science philosophy and religion in italy between a d 450 and 1375 for more
information including the introduction a full list of entries and contributors a generous selection of sample pages and more visit the medieval italy an encyclopedia website

La Zanichelli. Grande Enciclopedia di Arti, Scienze, Tecniche, Lettere, Storia, Filosofia, Geografia, Musica,
Diritto, Economia, Sport e Spettacolo. Con CD-ROM 2007
this book explores the political uses of italy s antique past in the early nineteenth century tracing how anti romanism was transformed into a pillar of the nation building process it
demonstrates the pivotal role played by this ancient heritage in the formation of modern italian national identity

Succession Law, Practice and Society in Europe across the Centuries 2018-03-19
the book offers an extensive study on the convoluted history of the research of algebraic surfaces focusing for the first time on one of its characterizing curves the branch curve
starting with separate beginnings during the 19th century with descriptive geometry as well as knot theory the book focuses on the 20th century covering the rise of the italian school
of algebraic geometry between the 1900s till the 1930s with federigo enriques oscar zariski and beniamino segre among others the decline of its classical approach during the 1940s
and the 1950s with oscar chisini and his students and the emergence of new approaches with boris moishezon s program of braid monodromy factorization by focusing on how the
research on one specific curve changed during the 20th century the author provides insights concerning the dynamics of epistemic objects and configurations of mathematical
research it is in this sense that the book offers to take the branch curve as a cross section through the history of algebraic geometry of the 20th century considering this curve as an
intersection of several research approaches and methods researchers in the history of science and of mathematics as well as mathematicians will certainly find this book interesting
and appealing contributing to the growing research on the history of algebraic geometry and its changing images

La Zanichelli 2013
this book demonstrates how discussions of political theology have been a constant feature throughout philosophical modernity and that they continue to impact contemporary political
debates by tracing the historical roots and detailing the contemporary outworking of political theology in europe it contends that this growing field requires a broader canon in order
for it to mature political theology is shown here to be about the diversity of relationships between religious beliefs and political orientations first engaging with historical debates
chapters re examine the relationship between personal conviction and societal orientation on such topics as the will to believe evil individualism the relationship between church and
state and the relationship between belief and natural science the volume then establishes the relevance of these debates for the present day as such it invites engagement on the back
and forth between religion and politics in a liberal democracy and a communist state on how communitarianism relates to religious language on the diversity of christian and jewish
political theology and the politics of toleration by broadening out the field of political theology this book offers the reader a more nuanced understanding of its sustained influence on
public life as such it will be of interest to academics working in political theology but also theology philosophy and political science more generally

Routledge Revivals: Medieval Italy (2004) 2017-07-05
based on testaments and notarial contracts this examination of the black death of 1348 argues for social resilience in bologna the notarial record demonstrates that notaries officials
medical practitioners and clergy served the populace while families remained intact and the populace resisted flight
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Medieval Italy 2004-08-02
this volume investigates environmental and political crises that occurred in europe during the late middle ages and the early modern period and considers their effects on people s
lives at this time the fragile human existence was imagined as a dance of death where anyone regardless of social status or age could perish unexpectedly this book covers events
ranging from cooling temperatures and the onset of the little ice age to the frequent occurrence of epidemic disease pest infestations food shortages and famines covering the mid
fourteenth to mid seventeenth centuries this collection of essays considers a range of countries between iceland to the north italy to the south france to the west and the westernmost
parts of russia to the east this wide reaching volume considers how deeply climate variability and changes affected and changed society in the late medieval to early modern period
and asks what factors other than climate interfered in the development of environmental stress and socio economic crises this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of
environmental and climate history environmental humanities medieval and early modern history and historical geography as well as climate change and environmental sciences

The Antiquity of the Italian Nation 2013-10
this book is a volume in the penn press anniversary collection to mark its 125th anniversary in 2015 the university of pennsylvania press rereleased more than 1 100 titles from penn
press s distinguished backlist from 1899 1999 that had fallen out of print spanning an entire century the anniversary collection offers peer reviewed scholarship in a wide range of
subject areas

Ramified Surfaces 2022-09-26
the book presents the history of icmi trough a prosopographical approach in other words it pays a lot of attention to the actors of the international movement the portraits of the
members of the icmi central committees 1908 1936 and icmi executive committees 1952 2008 and other eminent figures in icmi history who have passed away in the first 100 years of
its life are the guiding thread of the volume each portrait includes biographical information an outline of the various contributions made by the individual in question to the study of
problems pertaining to mathematics teaching education primary bibliography secondary with particular attention to the publications concerning the teaching of mathematics images
photos book frontispieces relevant manuscripts the authors of the portraits 30 altogether are researchers in the history of mathematics mathematics and mathematics education the
focus on the officer s role within icmi and on his her contributions to mathematics education make the portraits different from usual biographies in particular since most officers were
active mathematicians the portraits shed light on aspects of their lesser known activity connecting chapters place the action of these figures in the historical context and in the
different phases of icmi history

Homage to Evangelista Torricelli’s Opera Geometrica 1644–2024 2020-04-02
italy possesses two literary canons one in the tuscan language and the other made up of the various dialects of its many regions the other italy presents for the first time an overview
of the principal authors and texts of italy s literary canon in dialect it highlights the cultivated dialect poetry drama and narrative prose since the codification of the tuscan literary
language in the early sixteenth century when writing in dialect became a deliberate and conscious alternative to the official literary standard the book offers a panorama of the
literary dialects of italy over five centuries and across the country s regions shedding light on a profoundly plurilingual and polycentric civilization as a guide to reading and research
it provides a compendium of literary sources in dialect arranged by region and accompanied by syntheses of regional traditions with selected textual illustrations a work of
extraordinary importance the other italy was awarded the modern language association of america s aldo and jean scaglione publication award for a manuscript in italian literary
studies it will serve scholars as an indispensable resource book for years to come

Past and Present Political Theology 2009-06-02
this book presents a historical and scientific analysis as historical epistemology of the science of weights and mechanics in the sixteenth century particularly as developed by tartaglia
in his quesiti et inventioni diverse book vii and book viii 1546 1554 in the early 16th century mechanics was concerned mainly with what is now called statics and was referred to as
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the scientia de ponderibus generally pursued by two very different approaches the first was usually referred to as aristotelian where the equilibrium of bodies was set as a balance of
opposite tendencies to motion the second usually referred to as archimedean identified statics with centrobarica the theory of centres of gravity based on symmetry considerations in
between the two traditions the italian scholar niccolò fontana better known as tartaglia 1500 1557 wrote the treatise quesiti et inventioni diverse 1546 this volume consists of three
main parts in the first a historical excursus regarding tartaglia s lifetime his scientific production and the scientia de ponderibus in the arabic islamic culture and from the middle ages
to the renaissance is presented secondly all the propositions of books vii and viii by relating them with the problemata mechanica by the aristotelian school and iordani opvsculvm de
ponderositate by jordanus de nemore are examined within the history and historical epistemology of science the last part is relative to the original texts and critical transcriptions into
italian and latin and an english translation this work gathers and re evaluates the current thinking on this subject it brings together contributions from two distinguished experts in
the history and historical epistemology of science within the fields of physics mathematics and engineering it also gives much needed insight into the subject from historical and
scientific points of view the volume composition makes for absorbing reading for historians epistemologists philosophers and scientists

Communities and Crisis 2019-11-26
a comprehensive global study of the political ideology of christian democracy from the mid nineteenth century to the present day

The Dance of Death in Late Medieval and Renaissance Europe 1979
the first comprehensive study of italian christian democracy in english italy s christian democracy unravels the encounter between catholicism and democracy from pre unification
italy in the eighteenth century to the near present forlenza and thomassen put the triumphant emergence of the christian democratic political party that ruled italy from 1948 to 1994
into historical perspective with a focus on critical moments of modern italian history the enlightenment and french revolution the risorgimento world war i the fascist period world war
ii the post war republic italy s christian democracy demonstrates the often dramatic ways in which catholic thinkers from laymen to priests and bishops sought to interpret and direct
democratic thought and practice in line with catholic ethics the christian democracy was much more than reactionary politics namely a sincere attempt to integrate a religious
worldview into modern politics contrary to a purely secular reading the authors demonstrate that the catholic embrace of political modernity and democracy emerged as a historically
significant alternative to both fascism and socialism liberalism and conservativism attempting to re anchor democracy justice and freedom in a religiously argued ethos italy s
christian democracy contributes to existing scholarship by stressing two interrelated aspects crucial for a better understanding of the role that catholicism and christian democracy
have played in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the political dimension of transcendence and spirituality and the transformative power of historical experiences and events the
narrative considers the religious and spiritual impulse behind christian democratic thought framing christian democracy as a distinct form of political spirituality offering a novel
historical narrative italy s christian democracy stresses the contemporary relevance of the nexus between christianity and modern politics the current spread of identity politics and
the increasing use of religion in political and public discourse recently appropriated by new populist parties and movements in italy and beyond

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 2016-11-11
includes the section novitätenschau v 1 40 bücherschau v 41 49

Guide to the Diplomatic Archives of Western Europe 2006
through a close study of local demographies and topographies and primary source material in the form of tax returns and notarial records this study considers the development of
urban fabrics and patterns of piety charity and patronage in siena s southern contado during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries by extension it also presents an analysis of the art
and architecture of the region during this time
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La Zanichelli 2023-01-30

The International Commission on Mathematical Instruction, 1908-2008: People, Events, and Challenges in
Mathematics Education 1999-01-01

The Other Italy 2009

Teoria economica. Un'introduzione critica 2015-08-25

Tartaglia’s Science of Weights and Mechanics in the Sixteenth Century 2004

Enciclopedia Zanichelli 2005. Dizionario enciclopedico di arti, scienze, tecniche, lettere, filosofia, storia,
geografia, diritto, economia. Con CD-ROM 2019-10-03

What is Christian Democracy? 2006

La Zanichelli 2024-03-05

Italy's Christian Democracy 1900

Historisches Jahrbuch 2011

Garrisoning the Borderlands of Medieval Siena
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